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Quantification of water quality (WQ) is a challenging
scientific problem, and its solution should be an important
stage in development of scientific basis for water resources
management that aims for ecosystem sustainability
(Håkanson and Peters 1995; Parparov and Hambright 1996;
Boon and Howell 1997). Previously, we proposed that
communicating information about water quality can be best
achieved through a hierarchical system of water quality
indices (WQIs), with tiers that target specific audiences and
the level of communication required (Parparov et al. 2006).
Our proposed system is comprised of three interdependent
sets of water quality indices: a base system, a condensed
system and a composite index.

The base system of WQIs is the primary system,
containing a variety of parameters describing different
aspects of water resources use. For example, for Lake
Kinneret in Israel, the WQI set includes 11 parameters
(Hambright et al. 2000): chloride concentration,
nephelometric turbidity, total suspended solids, total
nitrogen, total phosphorus, percentage of cyanobacteria in
phytoplankton biomass, chlorophyll a concentration,
plankton primary production, zooplankton biomass, number
of fecal coliform bacteria and biochemical oxygen demand
for 5 days (BOD ). The condensed system of WQIs is best

suited for modelling water quality. Therefore, the number of
WQIs in the base system should be reduced using correlation
analysis or other methods of minimization. The Composite
Water Quality Index (CWQI) is the highest level of
aggregation of water quality estimation, and is useful for
communicating with policy makers and optimizing
management.

Introduction
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Attempts to express water quality as an aggregated (i.e.,
composite) combination of separate WQ indices, whether
functional or numerical, have a long tradition in limnology
(Ott 1978). These aggregated indices can be separated into
two broad categories: (1) those based on ecosystem variables,
such as primary production, chlorophyll concentration and
nutrient load; and (2) those that express a rating value of such
ecosystem characteristics. Trophic characteristics have been
widely used as direct measures of water quality. For example,
in the case of eutrophication, water quality is inferred from
oligotrophic (“good”) to eutrophic (“bad”). Quantitative
examples include the Vollenweider-Dillon-Rigler concept
which is based on relationships between phosphorus and
chlorophyll in the management of eutrophication (Dillon and
Rigler 1975; Vollenweider 1976), the Trophic State Index
(Carlson 1977), the Lake Ecosystem Index (H kanson and
Peters 1995) and the Scottish Lakes Classification Scheme
(Fozzard et al. 1999). Indices based on rating values also have
a long tradition. Common examples include those based on
the expert panel method (e.g., the DELPHI method) (Brown
et al. 1970; Ott 1978) and its modifications (Smith 1990;
Cude 2001; Nagels et al. 2001). A benefit of using rating
values to quantify WQ is that multiple parameters or
characteristics of an ecosystem can be employed
simultaneously and combined into aggregated indices, while
allowing the separate indices to be weighted based on the
opinion of an expert panel.

In this paper, we: (1) detail formulation of a composite
water quality index using Lake Kinneret, Israel, for
illustration purposes; (2) discuss some basic properties of this
index; (3) compare various approaches that may be used for
construction of a composite index; and (4) discuss possible
management implications of a composite water quality
index.
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Material and Methods

General Background on Lake Kinneret, Israel

Elements of Quantification of Water Quality in
Lake Kinneret

Basic Properties of the CWQI

Lake Kinneret (the largest freshwater body in the Middle
East) is a subtropical lake located at about -210 m altitude
(i.e., below mean sea level) in the northern part of the Dead
Sea Rift Valley.The main inflow (60 to 80% of the total) is via
the Jordan River, while the main outflow is Israel's National
Water Carrier, supplying approximately one-third of the
country's freshwater needs. The water level of the lake
depends on climatic inputs and withdrawal for water supply
(Serruya 1978).

Lake Kinneret is meso-eutrophic with mean annual
primary production of 650 g C m (Berman et al. 1995). A
prominent biological feature of the lake has been the spring
bloom of the dinoflagellate , although
since 1994, the lake has exhibited uncharacteristic
developments in its phytoplankton assemblage, including the
first-ever bloom of a potentially toxic N -fixing

cyanobacteria, and the lack of the spring bloom
(Zohary 2004). Further details on basic limnology of Lake
Kinneret can be found in Serruya (1978).

Since 1965 (the inception of National Water Carrier of
Israel), and with economic and population growth both
within the region and in Israel, the main uses of Lake Kinneret
waters have been for domestic consumption and agriculture.
Lake Kinneret also has a large recreational potential and
supports a relatively large commercial fishery.

Conceptually, our approach to water quality assessment (i.e.,
establishment of a set of water quality indices and their
permissible ranges) is based on quantitative modifications of
the expert panel method (Brown et al. 1970; Ott 1978; Smith
1990), which was described previously in Parparov and
Hambright (1996) and Hambright et al. (2000). Initially, the
correspondence between ecological values of various water
quality parameters (e.g., nutrient concentration), and a
numeric rating value,R,where 0 < R < 100,was established in
a form of a rating curve (Hambright et al. 2000). Acceptable
ranges for the separate water quality indices were restricted

to the range 60 R 100. The rating curves were established
under the assumption that the conservation of the Lake
Kinneret ecosystem is the prime objective of resource
management.

To maximize its potential use and applicability, an aggregated
or composite WQ index should be relatively simple to
calculate and it should be sensitive to changes in the values of
separate indices used to reflect water quality. We suggest that
a CWQI should meet the following requirements:

The CWQI should be expressed in terms of a rating
value, , similar to the rating values used for the separate base

water quality indices, with identical rating ranges: 0 CWQI

< 20 corresponding to“very bad”; 20 CWQI < 40 to“bad”;

40 CWQI < 60 to “intermediate”; 60 CWQI < 80 to
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“good”; and 80 CWQI 100 to “excellent” water quality.
An acceptable CWQI should fall between 60 and 100.

The CWQI must not be smaller than the smallest rating

from the set of the selected base WQI values; i.e., the CWQI
, where R is the rating value for the water quality

parameter ( = 1, 2,… ) from the base system of indices. If
rating values for all parameters are equal (i.e., = for any

and ), then the CWQI = .

The CWQI should be calculated as a weighted sum of the
rating values of the individual water quality indices; i.e., the
CWQI = , where is the relative weight of water

quality index ( = 1,2,… ,and = 1).

To reach the objectives of sustainable management, the
relative weights of the separate water quality indices outside
of the permissible ranges (i.e., when R < 60) should be larger
than the relative weights of water quality indices within the
permissible range; i.e., if < 60, and 60 < < 100, then >

. In many cases, the relative weights are established by an

expert panel and often held constant for given WQIs. Our
approach of making separate weights for each rating variable
(see below) increases the sensitivity of the aggregated
estimate to the current ecological conditions for the water
resource under question.

We suggest that the relative weights, , for each WQ index

are proportional to the deviation of the current rating value
( ) from some value ( ), so that:
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CWQI Calculation

�0 (1)

where 100,because < 100 may lead to negative weights

(the role of in the sensitivity of the CWQI mode is

discussed below). Taking into account that = 1 and that

100, we calculated the relative weights of the separate

WQ indices according to the following formula:
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As such, the CWQI should be calculated as follows:

where the summation should include ratings of all and WQ
indices from 1 to .
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n
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Comparison with Other Methods of the Aggregated
WQ Calculation

For Lake Kinneret, we calculated the CWQI dynamics for

ranging from 100 to 500 and compared it with the aggregated
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water quality values obtained using equal weighting (i.e., the
arithmetic average of individual ratings), and the minimum
operator, Min = minimum[ ], as defined by Smith (1990). In

the last case, the aggregated WQI is equal to the minimum
rating value. Special attention was paid to comparison of the
CWQI with the Oregon Water Quality Index (OWQI),
calculated according to harmonic square mean formula
(modified from Cude [2001]):

R

where is number of WQIs, is rating value of the WQI,

and the summation runs from = 1 to . This index has been
routinely used for water quality monitoring of river networks
in the state of Oregon (U.S.A.); the set of WQIs and
methodology used for the OWQI are similar to that used for
the CWQI.

Although it is often stated that various WQIs are sensitive to
changes in WQ, sensitivity is usually undefined (e.g., see p.
130 in Cude 2001). Here we offer a simple method for
evaluating sensitivity of an aggregated index and
demonstrate how the sensitivity of CWQI can be adjusted to
reflect the needs of management.

It was assumed that the entire set of the WQIs have only
two values: 100 (goodWQI), and 50 (badWQI).We defined
as the relative number of good indices and as the minimum
relative number of bad indices necessary to obtain CWQI <
60, where + = 1.We evaluated the sensitivity of the CWQI
estimate by the ratio of : a larger ratio (which indicates
greater sensitivity) corresponds to the necessity of a smaller a
value to indicate water quality deterioration (CWQI < 60).
For example, in order to detect water quality deterioration
(CWQI < 60) for = 0.25 for a total of 10 WQIs, it is
necessary to have 8 bad indices. In the case of = 0.75, only
two bad indices are required to reflect water quality
deterioration. Obviously, in the second case, the mode of
CWQI calculation will be more sensitive.

The sensitivity of the method of the CWQI calculation
used in our studies in Lake Kinneret (equation 3) was
estimated as a function of parameter . The ratio was

calculated as follows:
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Evaluation of the Sensitivity of Aggregated WQI
Estimates

(4)

where >100.The for the non-weighted aggregated WQ

calculation (e.g., the arithmetic average or OWQI), was
estimated under the condition that the aggregated index
should be smaller than 60. The sensitivity of the minimum
operator will equal - 1, where is total number of WQ
indices.

R k/a

n n

Results

Dynamics of CWQI in Lake Kinneret

The Sensitivity of Composite Water Quality Indices

Figure 1 represents the seasonal dynamics of CWQI
(calculated at = 100) in 2000 to 2004, when a drought

period (1994 to 2002) was followed by extreme floods in
2002 to 2003, leading to an increase in lake water level from -
214.5 to -208.5 m in altitude. Low CWQI values during this
period were associated mainly with high concentrations of
chloride (up to 300 mg Cl L ), high relative abundances of
cyanobacteria (up to 60% of total phytoplankton biomass)
and high chlorophyll concentrations during an intense bloom
of in 2003.

The seasonal dynamics of the CWQI (Fig. 1A and 1B)
were different depending on the integration method used.
The arithmetic average CWQI varied within acceptable
rating values, between 60 and 100, indicating no drastic
deterioration of water quality in the lake. By contrast, the
minimum operator method clearly indicated a significant
tendency toward deterioration of water quality.The weighted
average method produced an intermediate value.

Seasonal dynamics of the aggregated water quality
indices calculated from equations 3 and 4 (CWQI and
OWQI, respectively) showed similar features (Fig. 1B). The
CWQI and OWQI correlated quite well (r = 0.80). The main
distinctions were observed for the smaller CWQI values,
when water quality obtained as OWQI corresponded to bad,
or even very bad ranks, while the CWQI gave ranks from
intermediate to bad. Some effects of management policy on
choice of mode of CWQI calculations and value are

discussed below.

The sensitivity of the CWQI estimate will significantly
increase as approaches 100 (Fig. 2A). For the selected

hypothetical WQI set, under = 100, the weights of good

indices (i.e., = 100) will be zero, and therefore the CWQI

value will be 50 — even if only one WQI has a rating value of
50, and all others a value of 100. Such a situation should be
considered exceptionally rare. Nevertheless, it would be
desirable for objectives of mathematical modelling to choose
a value for different from 100 (e.g., = 110).

It is important to note that this estimate of the sensitivity
of the CWQI does not depend on the number of WQIs. The
sensitivity is inversely dependent on the value (Fig. 2A),

with asymptotic value of = 0.25 (at a very large ). The

same = 0.25 could be obtained if CWQI is calculated as an
arithmetic average (Fig. 2B) for this hypothetical set of WQIs.
This consideration indicates that the use of an arithmetic
average for CWQI calculations is the least sensitive. The
sensitivity of the OWQI has an intermediate value (0.67)
between the weighted CWQI and aggregated index based on
the arithmetic average of rating values (Fig. 2B). It is obvious
that for a WQI number larger than 3, the minimum operator
will have the largest sensitivity (i.e., it will require only one
bad index to indicateWQ deterioration).
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Fig. 1.

�

Discussion

Comparison of Aggregated WQ Estimated with the
CWQI and OWQI

A comparison of our approach to CWQIs (equation 3) and
the OWQI (equation 4) should reveal new aspects in the
methodology of water quality quantification.The CWQI was
calculated as the weighted sum of separateWQIs.The relative
weights of the separate WQIs were inversely proportional to
their rating values. Such an approach was selected to increase
the impact of bad indices ( < 60) in the composite index.

The OWQI, calculated as the harmonic square mean
(equation 4), was also developed to increase the sensitivity of
WQ estimates and to avoid disadvantages associated with
fixed weight values (Cude 2001). Because OWQI operates
with squares of the separate ratings, it tends to underestimate
the composite indices at lower ratings (OWQI < CWQI), and
to overestimate them at higher ratings (OWQI > CWQI) (Fig.
1B). Note that the sensitivity of the OWQI is fixed.

R

Use of the CWQI as a Tool for Water Resources
Management

Sustainable management of water resources means the
realization of a management policy allowing maximization
of economical benefits (or minimization of expenses) under
conditions ofWQ — and hence, ecological — conservation. It
also implies that water quality should be a target of
management. This task could be formulated (Kalceva et al.
1982; Straskraba and Gnauck 1985) as optimization of an
objective function:

where the state variables are integrated quantitative estimates
of the intensity of water resources use, such as water supply
(WS), water quality (WQ) and economical effectiveness
(costs versus benefits) of management (CB).

In most publications concerning aggregated water
quality indices, the main function of WQIs is to indicate
changes in water quality. However, quantified WQ is an
argument of the objective function of management (equation
6), and therefore aggregated WQ (e.g., the CWQI or OWQI)
should be a target of management — not only an indicator of
change. Moreover, establishment of the correspondence
between permissible ranges for andwater quality indices

(6)

Fig. 2.
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permissible ranges for makes
quantified water quality an important tool of management.
Establishment of the direct correspondence between the
composite water quality (as CWQI) and economically and
ecologically valuable management measures should be an
important task of water resources management.

In Fig. 3, we illustrate this statement considering a link
between the choices of the aggregation algorithm (e.g.,
CWQI, OWQI, arithmetic mean and minimum operator) and
possible management policies (in this example, regulation of
lake water level). This example indicates two important
aspects of the potential relationship between quantitatively
estimating water quality and water resource management.
First, the permissible values of a given management measure
(manipulation of lake water level) are significantly affected
by the sensitivity of the method of calculation of the
aggregated WQI. The most sensitive (minimum operator)
mode gives a permissible minimum water level of about
-210 m, while use of the least sensitive (arithmetic mean)
mode will permit further lowering of water levels to -218.0 m.
The critical minimum lake water level values obtained for the
CWQI and OWQI were similar — about -212.5 m.

A second important aspect relating to WQ
quantification and management is that by using a CWQI or
another similarly weighted index system, water resources
managers have the ability to fine-tune the selected system of
WQ estimation to adapt it to a given resource or management
objective, by varying the sensitivity (i.e., by varying values)

of the CWQI.

We have considered different approaches to calculating a
CWQI corresponding to the following management
strategies:

An aggregated WQI calculated as an
of individual WQI rating values corresponds to a
management strategy for which WQ deterioration would be
indicated only by substantial declines in the ratings of more
than half of the individual WQIs. This mode of calculation
may be suitable for managing water resources for which the
quantity of supplied water is more important than its quality.

An aggregated WQI calculated using the
approach corresponds to a management strategy for

which general WQ deterioration would be indicated by
deterioration of only a single WQI. This mode of calculation
may be best suited for management of water resources for
which deviation of any WQI outside permissible ranges is
unacceptable (e.g.,drinking water reservoirs).

A composite WQI (i.e., CWQI) calculated as the
of individual WQI rating values

corresponds to a management strategy for which general WQ
deterioration would be indicated by a combination of
individual WQIs and the severity of their deterioration (i.e.,
the lower a rating value is, the higher its relative weighting).
This system provides some intermediate estimates of the
overall water quality among the considered approaches, and
corresponds to the viewpoint of pragmatic limnologists
and managers.

management measures

R

arithmetic average

minimum
operator

weighted average

Aggregated Water Quality and Management
Policies: Conclusion

Fig. 3.

Several approaches for construction of a single
aggregated WQI have been presented. We favor the
Composite Water Quality Index (CWQI) calculated as a
weighted sum of rating values for a set of preselected WQ
indices, in which the weighting procedure uses variable
weights that are inversely proportional to the separate rating
values. Unlike other aggregated WQIs, in which index
sensitivity is fixed, the sensitivity of CWQI can be adjusted by
fine-tuning the weighting algorithm as appropriate for
specific water resources and management objectives. In this
way, the CWQI reflects a limnological understanding of
management in which water quality indices are treated like
lake ecosystem variables, and the weighting scheme reflects a
balance between the needs and goals of management and the
desires to conserve the lake ecosystem. A general
understanding and appreciation by researchers and managers
that lake water quality is governed by interactions between
natural in-lake processes (e.g., biogeochemical cycles) and the
effects of management on those processes (i.e., anthropogenic
modification of lake ecosystem characteristics) should serve
to stimulate formulation and implementation of aggregated
or composite water quality measures as effective tools for
linking limnological study and scientifically-based
management.

We thank the anonymous reviewers for their comments, as
they allowed us to improve this manuscript.
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